Based in the heart of the UK with a long and distinguished history serving the Defence and Rail industries,
Transcal Engineering offer world-class fabrication to both UK-based and international clients. The
combination of a highly skilled workforce and Transcal’s passion for innovation and engineering
excellence allows us to offer comprehensive, high quality and competitive solutions for a variety of
customers.
As a result of continued success and growth we’re now looking to add to our already talented team by
recruiting QUALITY ENGINEER
/JOB DETAILS/
Job Title: QUALITY ENGINEER
Department: Quality
Reports to: Quality Manager
/SKILLS & RESPONSIBILITIES/
* Deliver projects to drive improvements across the business
* Resolve quality concerns (Supplier NCR, First Time Through and Customer NCR)
* Lead root cause analysis through the use of CCAR, 8D and other appropriate problem solving tools
* Assist in the continuous improvement exercises to ensure continued adherence to ISO9001:2015,
EN15085-2 and ISO3834
* Creation and updating of the documentation supporting the production operations (work instructions,
guides)
* Assist in external audits (2nd & 3rd party)
* Hosting source inspections when required & conducting product release
* Any other duties deemed appropriate by the management
/ATTRIBUTES & QUALITIES/
Experience in a high pressure manufacturing background in automotive, aerospace, rail or defence
(Preferred)
Resilient to a high pressure environment
Keen to learn, develop and drive the business forward
Able to adapt and see projects through from start to finish
Capable of interpreting engineering drawings and quality standards

Engineering degree qualified (Preferred)
Problem solving (8D, Yellow/Green/Black belt) (Preferred)
Auditor training (Preferred)
/BENEFITS/
•

Permanent – Full time

•

Competitive salary and benefits package available, negotiable dependent upon experience

Are you looking for an exciting opportunity to develop your skills and knowledge within the
engineering industry? If you are ready to take the next step in your career, please apply today by
sending your CV and a covering letter to: info@transcal.co.uk.

